Flanders: Flemish Science Policy Council (VRWI)

The Flemish Council for Science and Innovation (VRWI) was established by decree on 30 April 2009 as the strategic advisory council for the policy areas science and innovation. The VRWI is the successor of the Flemish Science Policy Council (VRWB). The Flemish Government can furthermore authorise the VRWI to represent the Flemish Community or Flemish Region in federal or international advisory bodies.

Vlaamse Raad voor Wetenschapsbeleid (VRWI)

Address
Koloniënstraat 56, 1000 Brussel, Belgium

Organisation status

- Other public body

Organisation activities

- Research advisory body

Websites
Organisation website [1]
Organisation website in English [2]

Geo coverage

- Belgium [3]
- Regional perspective [4]


Links: